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Letter From Under-Secretary General 
 
Distinguished Participants of the KAALMUN 2020, 
 
  Should you have any academic inquiry regarding this committee, do not hesitate to 
contact me via adnancem.kiral@std.yeditepe.edu.tr  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 I. INTRODUCTION to UNDP 
 
A. United Nations Development Programme and Regarding Mechanisms  
UNDP and the UN development system 
 
UNDP remains committed to working even more closely with partners across the UN 
system. The UNDP Administrator is the Vice-Chair of the UN Sustainable Development 
Group (UNSDG), which unites the funds, programmes, specialized agencies, 
departments and offices of the UN system that play a role in sustainable development. 



The Administrator also convenes the UNSDG Core Group comprised of DESA, FAO, 
ILO, UNDP, UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF, UN Women, WFP, WHO and the rotating 
chairs of the Regional Economic Commissions. 
 
Created by former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan and endorsed by the General 
Assembly, the UNSDG is the main UNDS internal coordination mechanism at the global 
level. It is instrumental in enabling action on the ground and ensuring that United 
Nations Country Teams (UNCTs) have the support, guidance and impartial oversight 
required as they assist governments to deliver on the 2030 Agenda. As UNSDG 
Vice-Chair, the UNDP Administrator is responsible for the coordination of UNSDG 
operational work, including the elaboration of program, policy and financing instruments 
and guidance, the functioning of the UNSDG Strategic Results Groups, as well as 
day-to-day management of the Resident Coordinator system. 
 
UNDP also administers the UN Capital Development Fund, which helps developing 
countries grow their economies by supplementing existing sources of capital assistance 
by means of grants and loans; and UN Volunteers, which fields over 6,500 volunteers 
from 160 countries, serving with 38 UN partners in support of peace, security, human 
rights, humanitarian delivery and development through volunteerism worldwide. 
 
 
The 2016 Aid Transparency Index today recognized UNDP as the leading aid 
organisation among 46 international agencies, representing 98 per cent of Official 
Development Flows. The index is produced by Publish What You Fund, a non-profit 
organisation that advocates for and measures transparency. 
 
It is the second consecutive year that the UNDP has been ranked first in the index, 
which assesses the state of aid transparency among the world’s major donor 
organisations.  
 
The index is based on the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) standard, 
which sets a common global benchmark for publishing timely, forward-looking and 
comprehensive aid information. 
 
“We are thrilled to be recognised for our commitment to transparency, which is at the 
core of our mission,” said Helen Clark, UNDP Administrator. 
 
“UNDP was proud to be ranked number one during the last index, and our commitment 
to raising the bar has certainly not wavered since. We have continued to improve the 



way we report our data and are now able to share information on where our 
interventions are having an impact,” Helen Clark said. 
 
“The developing countries we serve have a right to know how development funding is 
being used in their countries. All those who place funding through UNDP are also 
entitled to know how we are handling the monies entrusted to us.” 
 
Currently 397 organisations are publishing information to the IATI Standard, including 
donor countries, multilateral organisations, foundations, private sector and national and 
international NGOs. More than 25 developing countries have endorsed the initiative and 
are active members in its governance.  
 
Among the UN system, 14 agencies already publish to the IATI Standard: IFAD, OCHA, 
OCHA-FTS, CERF, UN Women, UNCDF, UNDP, UNESCO, UNFPA, UN-Habitat, 
UNICEF, UNOPS, WFP and the World Bank, with firm commitments from UNEP, 
UNIDO and FAO to begin publishing within the year.  
 
“We congratulate UNDP for topping the Aid Transparency Index for the second time in a 
row. UNDP has become a leader in aid transparency and is setting a high bar for others 
to follow,” said Rupert Simons, CEO of Publish What You Fund. 
 
As an original IATI signatory, UNDP began publishing to the global standard in 2011. 
Since then, it has consistently met international transparency standards, operating an 
innovative portal (open.undp.org) that details more than 5,000 of its development 
projects. 
 
 
B. UNDP and Sustainable Development Goal 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure  
 
UNDP Sustainable Development Goal 9 is basically sourced to the implementations of 
the resolution points and the achievements of the international organizations which are 
interrelated to; SG’s Strategy on New Technologies, UN Development Programme, UN 
Environment Programme, UN Habitat, UN Office for Disaster Risk Reduction, UN 
Industrial Development Organization, International Telecommunication Union, UNIDO’s 
50th anniversary, UN Office for Project Services, International Civil Aviation 
Organization. Investments in infrastructure – transport, irrigation, energy and 
information and communication technology – are crucial to achieving sustainable 
development and empowering communities in many countries. It has long been 



recognized that growth in productivity and incomes, and improvements in health and 
education outcomes require investment in infrastructure 
 
Manufacturing is an important driver of economic development and employment. At the 
current time, however, manufacturing value added per capita is only US$100 in the 
least developed countries compared to over US$4,500 in Europe and Northern 
America. Another important factor to consider is the emission of Carbon Dioxide during 
manufacturing processes. Emissions have decreased over the past decade in many 
countries but the pace of decline has not been even around the world. 
 
Technological progress is the foundation of efforts to achieve environmental objectives, 
such as increased resource and energy-efficiency. Without technology and innovation, 
industrialization will not happen, and without industrialization, development will not 
happen. There needs to be more investments in high-tech products that dominate the 
manufacturing productions to increase efficiency and a focus on mobile cellular services 
that increase connections between people. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
II.  Agenda Item: 
 
A. Introduction to Agenda Item:  
 
UNDP’s Bureau for Development Policy and Bureau for Conflict Prevention and 
Recovery organizes a three day event which is passed in June 2013 in Istanbul which is 
the metropolitan city of Turkey to discuss the significant opportunities for integrating the 
use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) into UNDP’s development 
programming. With usage of mobile and other information communication technologies 
(ICTs) expanding rapidly in the developing world, new avenues of participation, 
engagement, and accountability are emerging. 
This opens the potential for transforming the relationship between people and 
governments and thus lead to the emergence of a new 'social contract’. People's voices 
are increasingly being heard across the world through new media channels. And, for the 
first time, many of them are actively participating in governance and conflict 
transformation processes. Within this context, Community of Practice (CoP) meeting 



organized in İstanbul intends to strengthen both ICTD/e-governance and Conflict 
prevention community of practices while developing strategies and mechanisms that will 
foster joint work across them. More specifically, the meeting deepens the understanding 
of the work UNDP and national partners have been doing ICTs, governance and conflict 
prevention. The three day CoP meeting is conducted in a highly interactive manner. It 
will also seek to actively facilitate South-South exchange among participants. So that by 
the development of that kind of advanced technologies the system that is currently 
using at the education has also improved in accordance. That is been the expected 
outcome for the new technologies such as artificial intelligence, e-books and advanced 
communication tools such as smartphones that is currently developing day by day. 
There are two interrelated concepts that are important for UNDP’s Digital Strategy: 
Digitization and Digitalization. Digitization is the process of converting physical 
information into digital formats. It is commonly driven by technologies which focus on 
enhancing efficiency by automation of existing processes. Digitalization is the use of 
digital technologies to change an organization’s business model, including creating new 
or improved ways of delivering services, and improving the quality of what is delivered. 
Digitalization is also including the current and potential technological improvement that 
can ease the life of people specifically at the education area. Consequently, by the help 
of all these contributions of technologies; reaching the information is getting easier and 
people can easily contribute more additional highly beneficial information to themselves.  
 
 
B. The Impact of Technology on the Promotion and Protection of All Human Rights 
  
The development of technology and technological installations are consecutively sustaining 
since the beginning of humanity. These developments are ineluctably causing several types of 
impacts to the life of the people and content of human rights at the same time. Our lives would 
be simplified by easing access to the Internet; nevertheless, crimes at the digital platform by the 
abusement of artificial intelligence could be quickly a threat to our rights such as our 
fundamental rights. Consequently, the development of emerging technology undoubtedly bring 
along cyber dangers, beneficial life opportunities and negatively affecting the livelihoods.  
According to the plenary debate on human rights and technology in third countries report; at the 
European Parliament, the rapporteur on certain topic clarified some essential points that take 
place at the comprehension of the advantages and the disadvantages of the technological 
developments. Basically; information access, freedom of expression, official intelligence 
services’ structure and the related human rights’ promotion patterns are emphasized at the 
plenary debate. Nevertheless the addressing of disadvantages such as unauthorized access, 
sharing of human rights abuses criminal networks are also given at the assembly.  
Following the vote on Marietje Schaake's report on Human rights and technology in third world 
countries, the article which is directly supported by European Parliament as a commission as a 
proposal and published at the ‘’ Euroactiv.com ‘’ has been supporting stricter controls over 



surveillance tech exports. The certain voting procedure upon the article has done after Dutch 
Media Service MEP officer Marietje Schaake (Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe), 
the author who has also taken part at the proposal phase of the article; of the own initiative 
report, asked to have the vote postponed at short notice. Schaake told EurActiv at the time that 
she did not have the support to bring the report to plenary. The surveillance report finally faced 
the first plenary session after the summer break and was approved with 371 votes in favour, 
293 against and 43 abstentions yesterday afternoon in Strasbourg. The approval of the MEP’s 
entire text has welcomed from the parliament, but Schaake said her report is still a lightning rod 
for criticism. A number of lawmakers, especially from the centre-right European People's Party 
(EPP) and Conservatives and Reformist (ECR) groups in Parliament, disagree with her position 
on Europe's complicity in surveillance. “Unfortunately there are still quite a few people who see 
security and human rights as zero-sum,” Schaake told EurActiv. “The conservative side of the 
European Parliament did not want to condemn the role EU-based companies play, and also did 
not support the text that emphasized the need for strong encryption in the interest of securing 
data and the people communicating," the lawmaker said. These approaches has been directly 
concerning the aspects such as; ‘’ Checks on software’’, ‘’Dual Use of Technology’’ and related 
software and internet monitoring technologies. 
 
 
 
          B. Historical Background 
The need for human rights has been a critical topic since the beginning of humankind’s need to 
attain power. The difference in rank, status, gender, race and other matters have all played 
roles in the development of inequalities that resulted in sufferings all through history. The notion 
that every human is equal and should be equal, however, has not always been so popular. 
Thus, the fight for human rights has a long history. 
The world’s first human rights charter that has been recognised is a clay cylinder from 539 BC. 
When the first ruler of Persia, Cyrus the Great, conquered Babylon he freed all the slaves and 
gave his people the freedom to choose their religion regardless of their backgrounds. He also 
declared that all races were equal and got prepared a cylinder, later made him known as the 
Cyrus Cylinder. As it is translated into the six official languages of the UN, we can see that the 
provisions on the cylinder have parallels to the Declaration of Human Rights. The idea of 
equality and human rights a quickly spread elsewhere such as Greece, India, and Rome. The 
transformation of human rights was in the form of laws as it was believed that people needed to 
follow specific rules to and “unwritten laws” in the course of their beings. 
 The next step in the advancement of human rights was taken after King John of England 
defiled numerous human rights norms and traditions that were held tightly by the English. In 
1215 King John was compelled to sign the Magna Carta, which is arguably considered to be the 
most substantial early influence on the later progress of human rights that led to the formation of 
the natural law. With Magna Carta, or the Great Charter, the church was freed from the 
impedance of the state, all free citizens were given the right to own property, and 
disproportionate taxes were eliminated for those free citizens. Furthermore, bribery was 



forbidden, and widows gained the right not to get married in order to keep the property they are 
left.  
 
 
These changes need to be considered with the knowledge that in the era of Magna Carta, 
freedom came through status and status came through birth or with what is owned; in other 
words, feudalism. Feudalism was the running legal and martial practice until the 1600s. It was 
the formation of the society based on holding one had and the amount of labour.  With that been 
said, Magna Carta is perceived as one of the most critical documents for human rights 
development and as a milestone. 
In the 1600s philosophers and thinkers were very influential. One of these was John Locke. He 
gestated rights as "natural" and emphasised liberty, life, and property- or estate-  as 
constitutional. These three concepts were the key element of his ideology: everyone has the 
right to live, has the liberty to do what they wish as long as it does not endanger life, and has the 
right to own what they create.  it is even argued that John Locke's ideology influenced the 
American Revolutionary War. However, despite Locke's influential defence of the right of 
revolution, Thomas Jefferson substituted "pursuit of happiness" in place of "property" in the 
United States Declaration of Independence.  
The next written breakthrough in the development of human rights was the Petition of Right, 
composed in 1628 by the English Parliament and granted to Charles I as a recital of civilian 
freedoms. Denial by parliament to fund the king's obnoxious external policy had prompted his 
government to exact required loans and to accommodate troops in subjects' houses as an 
economics rule. Whimsical arrest and confining for opposing these policies had provided in 
parliament an extreme hostility to Charles and George Villiers, the Duke of Buckingham. The 
Petition of Right, launched by Sir Edward Coke, was based upon initial laws and charters and 
stated four principles: no charges may be levied without approval of parliament, no citizen may 
be imprisoned without reason given, no soldiers may be dismembered upon the citizenry, and 
martial law may not be applied in time of peace. 
The English Bill of Rights is an action that the Parliament of England announced on 16 
December 1689. The Bill forms the division of powers, restricts the sovereignty of the king and 
queen, improves the democratic election and reinforces freedom of speech. In England, during 
the Glorious Revolution of 1688, King James II renounced and fled the country. His daughter 
Mary replaced him. Before William and Mary could be announced king and queen they had to 
accept the Bill of Rights, which they did, in February 1689. The Bill of Rights was later attached 
on by the Act of Settlement in 1701. This provided to the institution of parliamentary supremacy, 
which gives the legislative body of parliament complete independence and makes it highest 
over all other government institutions. The Bill of Rights also shrunk many of the powers of the 
crown. The United States Bill of Rights was moulded after the English Bill of Rights. 
The United States Congress, on 4 July 1776, ratified the Declaration of Independence. Its 
primary author, Thomas Jefferson, wrote the Declaration as a prescribed explanation of why 
Congress had voted on 2 July to announce liberation from Great Britain and as a statement 
announcing that the thirteen American Colonies were no longer included in Britain. Congress 
circulated the Declaration of Independence in several forms. It was initially published as a 



lettered broadsheet that was broadly distributed and read to the public. Philosophically, the 
Declaration stressed two cases: individual rights and the right of revolution. These doctrines 
became widely held by Americans and expanded internationally as well, affecting, in particular, 
the French Revolution. 
Written in Philadelphia during the summertime of 1787, the Constitution of the United States of 
America is the fundamental law of the US operation of government and the memorial document 
of the Western world. It is the oldest written national composition in use and defines the 
principal organs of government and their authorities and the primary rights of citizens. 
The first ten revisions to the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, came into effect on 15 December 
1791, restricting the stamina of the federal government of the United States and preserving the 
rights of all residents, citizens and visitants in American boundary. It also shields liberty of 
speech, liberty of religion, the right to have and hold arms, the liberty of association and the 
liberty to appeal. It also outlaws vacant search and capture, brutal and extreme penalty and 
enforced self-incrimination. Among the legal protections it provides, the Bill of Rights obstructs 
Congress from legislating any law regarding the establishment of religion and bans the federal 
government from withholding any person of life, freedom or resources without the due manner 
of law. In federal illegal cases, it demands an accusation by a grand jury for any industry crime, 
or notorious crime ensures a speedy public hearing with a fair jury in the region in which the 
crime happened and prevented double exposure. 
In 1789 the people of France generated the abolishment of the pure monarchy and set the 
scene for the enterprise of the first French Republic. The National Constituent Assembly utilised 
the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen as the first move toward formulating a 
constitution for the Republic of France Six weeks after the rush of the Bastille, and hardly three 
weeks after the destruction of feudalism.  The Declaration announces that all citizens are to be 
secured the rights of “liberty, estate, protection, and resistance to domination.” It debates that 
the request for law originates from the fact that “...the application of the natural rights of each 
person has only those edges which ensure other segments of the society the profit of these 
equal rights.” Thus, the Declaration sees the law as an “exposition of the common will,“ intended 
to support this equality of rights and to oppose “only acts harmful to the community.” 1789 was 
also the first year that the term “human rights” was used in a document.  
In 1864, sixteen European nations and various American states audited a conference in 
Geneva, at the request of the Swiss Federal Council, on the action of the Geneva Committee. 
The diplomatic conference was carried to utilise a convention for the hospitalisation of injured 
soldiers in battle. The principles laid down in the Convention and sustained by the later Geneva 
Conventions contributed for the responsibility to continue care without discrimination to injured 
and infected army personnel and admiration for and registering of medical personnel conveyors 
and material with the characteristic sign of the red cross on a white background. 
During the later period, one soul was very influential regarding human rights. With his nonviolent 
philosophy of passive resistance, Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was known to his many 
followers as Mahatma, or "the great-souled one." revered the world. He started his activism as 
an Indian migrant in South Africa in the early 20th century, and in the years after World War, I 
became the leading symbol in India's struggle to gain independence from Great Britain. Known 
for his modest lifestyle–he often dressed plainly in a loincloth and shawl–and devoted Hindu 



faith, Gandhi was imprisoned numerous times during his pursuance of non-cooperation, and 
undertook several hunger strikes to protest the persecution of India's most inferior classes, 
among other inequalities. After Partition in 1947, he progressed to work toward peace between 
Hindus and Muslims. 
One of the worst downstrokes for human rights was no doubt World War II that started in 1939 
when Germany invaded Poland. Great Britain and France reacted by declaring war on 
Germany. The war expanded throughout the world. Much of the combat took place in Europe 
and Southeast Asia. The war was fought between the Axis Powers (Germany, Italy, Japan) and 
the Allied Powers (Britain, United States, Soviet Union, France). The war in Europe finished 
when Germany surrendered on 7 May 1945. The war in the Pacific ended when Japan yielded 
on 2 September 1945. Most of the countries were included in some way. It was the most 
destructive war in all of human history with about 70 million people murdered.  
After the war settled in 1945, the United Nations Charter was signed by the 50 representatives 
of countries and later on by Poland as well, even though the term United Nations was coined in 
1942 by the United States President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The primary purpose of the UN was 
to make sure that a world war would never retake place and to protect human rights, peace, and 
security.  
Three years after the official formation of the UN, on 10 December 1948,  The Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), resolution 217 A  was proclaimed by the United Nations 
General Assembly in Paris as a typical example of achievements for all peoples and all nations. 
The declaration was drafted by representatives with different legal and cultural backgrounds 
from all regions of the world. It sets out, for the first time, significant human rights to be globally 
preserved and it has been translated into over 500 languages. The Declaration consists of 30 
articles affirming an individual's rights which, although not legally binding in themselves, have 
been refined in subsequent international treaties, economic transfers, regional human rights 
means, national constitutions, and other laws. The Declaration was the first step in the process 
of formulating the International Bill of Human Rights, which was built in 1966, and came into 
force in 1976 after an adequate number of countries had approved them. 
 
 
          C. Artificial Intelligence, Automation, and Blockchain 
Artificial intelligence, automation, and blockchain are mainly the elevation of enriching the 
leisure in many business sectors especially in the area of economics. Artificial intelligence is 
significantly to expand the quality of digital data.  The portions of its harms and benefits are 
questionable, but conservation of the individual and macro based data releasing have significant 
risks unless the appropriate digital security preventions. Rapid developments in artificial 
intelligence, automation, robotics and, blockchain raise severe doubts about possible impacts 
on human rights and the future of the profession of individuals and groups, as well as who will 
profit and loss from their growth. There is a hazard that the use of machines to increase 
productivity will occur in mounting difference through downward pressure on wages and loss of 
jobs.  
 



As experts who are working in the area of mechanical engineering discussed; the mechanism of 
artificial intelligence and automation is replacing the place of the employment of the employees 
day by day. Fundamentally at engineering; the necessity for human has been declining. Even in 
China where is one of the most central places for manufacturing that implied by labourers; the 
automation’s dominance is increasing unexpectedly. Many jobs which are sourced as ‘’human 
component’’; law affairs, medical staff or car manufacturing are concerned for being forced to 
leave its places to automation according to the researcher experts for artificial intelligence who 
are represented their views to ‘’state of electronics’’ media channel.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
As a content of Multi-Stakeholder Engagement and Initiatives; Strong trade unions have a key 
role to play and this union has enabled to engage in genuine social dialogue and collective 
bargaining, paving the way for mature industrial relations between trade unions and employers 
related to content of this collaboration. This union has been at the content of the Human Rights’ 
concerning points specifically the rights of the workers. Worker training concerning rights and 
roles is deemed of crucial importance. MakeITfair calls on companies to work in a 
multi-stakeholder setting. Companies should include civil society organisations (including trade 
unions) and workers in their efforts to implement supply chain responsibility.  
 
The multi-stakeholder engagement and initiatives discussed during the meeting included 
activities of the Electronics Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC) and the Global e-Sustainability 
Initiative (GeSI), the electronics programme of the Netherlands-based Sustainable Trade 
Initiative (IDH) in China and the Fair Labor Association (FLA) programme with electronics 
suppliers in China. 
 A number of concrete proposals made during the May 2009 GoodElectronics and makeITfair 
Round Table dealt with engagement. It was noted that the electronics industry and trade unions 
should invest in making contact – on an international and national level, as well as at a factory 
level – to work towards formal social dialogue. EICC, GeSi, individual companies and CSOs 
should also continue to make an effort to reach out to each other in order to set up structural 
forms of stakeholder consultation and collaboration, especially in Southern and Eastern 
European production countries. Moreover, recommendations were made regarding joint 
engagement between industry and civil society on a national level.  
Suggestions included bringing together supply chain actors to explore the possibilities of setting 
up national or regional forums focused on bringing about improvements in labour conditions, as 
well as joint engagement between industry and civil society on training projects – targeting 
workers, local management and CEO-level management with different types of training. 
 
          D. Human Rights Risks on New Technologies 
1. The Impact of Certain Technological Items 
 
New technology offers digital security to society via the promotion of privacy, elimination of 
abusement during the deals from the digital platform and bringing perpetrators to justice. 
Nevertheless, the imperfection of the human rights' promotion is consecutively shown increasing 
the 21st century particularly. By the technological innovations; new types of job opportunity have 
occurred, but there is also the reality of the imperfections regarding the transformation of the 
business area and these are causing work can undermine labour protections. The role of 
businesses especially at the digital are, who will both create efficiently and utilise new 
technologies, is a vital issue. "Will the private sector cultivate and deploy technologies in a way 



that is regular with respect for human rights, and that forms in appropriate safeguards to avert 
and mitigate negative human rights outcomes?  
 
At the same time, governments must also centre their attention on their duty and examine how 
to ensure that businesses act responsibly."In the comprehension of the development of wireless 
technology; 5G deployment is been reality for the life of the human. Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) Presidency discussed the health effects and possible appeared and 
unknown impacts of 5G wireless technology.  
 
According to the expectations for 2020; the frequency of the usage of these kind of 
heterogeneous networks; all the users will dramatically incurred from the spectrum of this 
service unless the preventions for them would not be taken. According to the scientific 
researches; these electromagnetic radiation comprehended tools’ expanded matters are 
requiring urgent blockade. UN FCC Presidency totally promoted these researches and the 
appropriate speeches for prevention are given during the annual sessions of UN FCC.  
 
2.Usage of Information Technologies 
 
Information and communications technologies (ICTs) tools to the attainment of the millennium 
goals in specific development areas with usage of mobile and other information communication 
technologies (ICTs) expanding rapidly in the developing world, have provided new 
communication channels that have generated global support for social and political movements 
and assisted in helping to mobilize people at the local level. According to the millennium 
development goals; it is essential to promote the advanced technology in all the sections of the 
life. The certain frame of the targets can be  defined as harnessing the power of ICTs can 
Contribution of availability of medical personnel and teachers, giving oportunity and voice to 
women, expanding access to education and training) or indirectly (through creating new 
economic opportunities that lift individuals, communities and nations out of poverty.) 
the Internet, radio activity, achieving high growth rates in developed as well as in become the 
first and only telephone service for people in many developing countries where it is available 
the Millennium Summit, the MDGs have become widely accepted within the world commun 
s for the international development efforts, and as the standard for measuring the progress and 
development programs. 
 
 
3.Engagement Direct to Education 
 
MDG Goals and Targets MDG Indicators ICT Goals ICT Indicators 
-- For illustrative purposes only -- 
 Goal 2 Achieve universal primary education 
 



 
 
 
4.Integration of Sustainable Development Goals 
 
Building on these innovative samples and in preparation for the design, there are three areas 
significant about how new technologies might be advantageous to special rapporteurs: 
obtaining information, managing information, and broadcasting information. 
Obtaining information: A major priority in this area is to "democratize" the sources and kinds 
of information that special rapporteurs utilize. Existing platforms like SMS and USTREAM 
can be useful, as can technologies for crowdsourcing input. Technology would also play a 
critical role in facilitating information confirmation (e.g., digital signatures, underlying 
metadata that records time, place, etc.), and ensuring secure communication (e.g., encryption) 
to process complaints or receive input. Some also proposed the possibility of using new data 
analytics software, such as stream analysis, to guide special rapporteur's stay abreast of trends 
and developments. 
 
 
          E. Technological Advancements 



Technology can be an efficacious device for human rights. Enhanced access to the Internet and 
the progress of social media agents have qualified activists to coordinate and expand their 
message more quickly and too large crowds. Arising technologies, such as artificial intelligence, 
may significantly extend the availability and condition of data upon which to make informed 
choices for the profit of society. Advocates of these technologies suppose that they will unleash 
new possibilities, increase productivity, and help maximise human potential. 
Many of the impacts of advanced technologies are yet obscure. Human rights institutions are 
currently exploring how to make sure that these technological advances can benefit all people 
and do not infuriate inequality for those who are already among the most marginalised. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The United Nations have improved human rights monitoring in various ways.  As a means of 
fostering innovative thinking, numerous leading technologists profiled innovative methods in 
which technology can be used to make human rights regulations more efficient. Some models 
included: 
 A software combination that supports states and civil society establish data about human rights 
violations. The software is composed to promote the collection of complete stories and to turn 
those stories into data that can be used to display a comprehensive and detailed picture of 
human rights breaches. 
  A platform that expedites citizen broadcasting in a post-conflict country by allowing activists to 
vouch for human rights breaches and to share their stories. The platform allows blogging, the 
upload of digital and video images, the use of data visualisations, etc. 
 A technology that allows live-streaming of video from anywhere in the world. The video images 
can be installed on social media platforms, and videos are instantly archived in the cloud. This 
has been useful for expediting coverage of protests during the Arab Spring, human rights 
abuses in Syria, and a variety of other contexts. 
An NGO that tackles the power of social media mechanisms to build social campaigns at a 
scale and a pace that was not beforehand likely. Social media is critical to building a 
membership base with shallow barriers to entry. Campaigners then practice this platform to 
push for action quickly. This method has been applied to form an anti-slavery movement (Walk 
Free) and a global LGBT action (All Out), among others. 
An online marketplace where protesters can join and get the support they need, such as legal 
support and links to the media. 
A data visualisation that seizes the increasing vulnerability of the Syrian government by 
factoring the pace at which critical members of the Assad regime deficiency. This is a valuable 
complement to classic text journalism. 
Several presenters raised two key challenges. First, most victims of abuse are generally 
uninformed of the dangers of digital activism, and these risks may be discounted compared to 
the dangers of physical harm they face. However, designers of tech-based platforms need to be 
cognizant of these risks, and design with an eye toward protecting victims. Second, access 
remains a crucial issue, with internet connectivity and language representing significant barriers 
to human rights activists and victims engaging with various tools and UN processes in general. 
Building on these innovative samples and in preparation for the design, there are three areas 
significant about how new technologies might be advantageous to special rapporteurs: obtaining 
information, managing information, and broadcasting information. 
Obtaining information: A major priority in this area is to "democratise" the sources and kinds of 
information that special rapporteurs utilise. Existing platforms like SMS and USTREAM can be 
useful, as can technologies for crowdsourcing input. Technology would also play a critical role in 
facilitating information confirmation (e.g. digital signatures, underlying metadata that records 
time, place, etc.), and ensuring secure communication (e.g. encryption) to process complaints or 
receive input. Some also proposed the possibility of using new data analytics software, such as 
stream analysis, to guide special rapporteur's stay abreast of trends and developments. 
Managing Information: The significant improvement would be an online mechanism for 
recording and tracking personal complaints. Anyone of the various models or software available 



for customer relationship management could be applied as a template, and each case would 
have an original ID. This mechanism could be limited to internal use or have aspects that were 
available to the public, especially after cases are resolved. 
Broadcasting information: New technologies could play a crucial role in increasing the 
approachability of special rapporteur's work to various audiences. The translation is a top 
priority, and innovations in translation that combine machine learning tools and crowdsourcing 
can produce correct translations quickly. The visibility of findings and recommendations can be 
improved through the use of social media and giving more attention to branding and the use of 
social networks in dissemination. Reports can be made more available to the society by using 
data visualisation tools to communicate patterns and trends more effectively. There was also a 
considerable discussion of using crowdsourcing tools to solicit input and feedback on 
country-specific instructions during the drafting process. 
 
          F. Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 
Promotion of UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
Declaration of International Committee for Robot Arms Control (ICRAC) 
Cambridge Analytica’s harvesting of private data via the use of social media platforms  
According to the special report on UN-FCC;  
‘’The penetration of material objects will contribute better in order to efforts of the qualified 
engineers at the concern of the 5G Radiation expansion.’’ 
‘’At the infrastructure-intensive’’ themed plan; radiating towers in all across the globe will be 
filtered as a concept of electromagnetic soup.’’  
‘’Additional governmental standards are been waiting from UN-FCC Presidency in order to 
provide ‘’first out of the economic gate’’ like U.S. government suggest. 5G wireless technology 
will also be provided accordingly.’’ 
‘’Tens of billions of dollars’’ would be spared from the voluntary donations to the projects that 
related to improve the sanctions for the protection.’’  
 
 
          G. Points the Resolution Should Cover 
How can technology be used to advance human rights over the globe? 
Is it possible to change the current perspectives of cultures, and the stances of societies about 
human rights with the help of technology? 
What measures can be taken to prevent the possible risks on human rights by technology? 
Were the previous attempts successful? In which way, they succeeded or failed? How they 
failed to achieve their objects and is it possible to improve these previous attempts? 
How can the media be used as a tool and an assistant for promoting human rights? 
Is it possible for all member countries to form a new union in the matter and if so how? 
How can artificial intelligence, automation, and blockchain be of use? How is it possible to 
minimize the risks while maximizing the assistance?  
What kind of promotion and protection methods could be used by the collaboration of the 
addressed organizations at this study guide 
How can the adequacy of the previous proposals be evaluated in order to actualize? 



How can the UN guiding principles be integrated to the proposals during the recommendation 
process of the UNDP sessions’ closure remarks? 
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